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We would like to acknowledge this land that we 
meet on today is the traditional land of the 
Kaurna people and that we respect their spiritual 
relationship with their country.  We also 
acknowledge the Kaurna people as the custodians 
of the Adelaide region and that their cultural and 
heritage beliefs are still as important to the living 
Kaurna people today.
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Strategic Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Customer Centricity in a Government Context�Common themes within those definitions feature:Customer centric means looking at the customer experience from the customer’s viewpoint from the ‘outside in’, rather from the ‘inside out’ as with traditional service delivery approaches.It also means that it requires looking at customer service delivery from both a customer (in line with their expectations and drivers of satisfaction) and business outcome perspective.It does not mean that the customer gets everything that they want, but it does mean that they are dealt with fairly and professionally at all times.A customer focus needs to be maintained at all times.From a public service perspective, the Premier, Jay Weatherill,  has directed that ‘a way must be found to reconnect with our citizens, to restore them to their rightful place at the centre of everything we do, and that outstanding customer service is not a one size fits all model, but rather a model oriented to the particular needs of the citizens being served.   Further, the South Australian Strategic Plan Target 32 commits the public service to actions that increase the satisfaction of South Australians with Government services by 10% by 2014, maintaining or exceeding that level of satisfaction thereafter.  The target recognises the need for a skilled and flexible public service to actively understand and address the needs of the community.



Implement Best 
Practice Service 

Improvement 
Methods that 

focus on drivers 
of citizen 

satisfaction with 
government 

service delivery
Create a vibrant 
online presence

as an 
organisational 

platform for 
collaborative 

work

Implement 
awards to 

recognise citizen 
centric best 

practice across the 
Public Sector

Sponsor learning 
events around 

emerging service 
issues and to 

profile PS 
exemplars

Expand the 
implementation of 

the Common 
Measurement 
Tool including

a Baseline Survey 
to facilitate 

comparative 
benchmarking

Focus on obtaining 
citizen feedback 

that can be 
translated by 
managers into 

service 
improvements 
citizen’s value

Building a 
citizen centric 

service 
delivery 

culture in the 
Public Service

CCCoP Elements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Elements of the CCCoPThis draft model is based on the research by and experience of the CanadiansBroadly, a Community of Practice enables participants to share and then embed research and practical experience in a sustainable waySuccessful CoPs enableFast tracking innovation  by joining together best practice within Government and connecting to the Global community Giving participants both strategic and operational service innovation focuses Better policy development by providing a customer centric experience as the starting placeBetter understanding of how to manage citizen expectations by closing the gap between expectations and perceptions based on the experienceMore effective service delivery reform by mapping customer need & expectation from the outsetInnovative approaches such as the development of co-designed and co-produced services, similar to Mind-lab in Denmark where customers and or stakeholders engaged to co design services and policyThis is Service SA’s suggested model – what else needs to be included? 



Public Sector Service Quality 
Chain

Engaged 
Employees

Citizen Service 
Satisfaction

Citizen Trust & 
Confidence

Heintzmann & Marson
2005

Premier’s Direction for Citizen Centric Service 
Delivery

1
0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citizen Service SatisfactionBy using a systematic approach to understanding customer satisfaction, agencies can start the process to reform from an outside in perspective.  While Service SA used CMT as a starting place in 2006, there are a number of tools to use. Engaged EmployeesEmployee engagement (a combination of satisfaction and commitment)A 2% rise in employee engagement drives a 1% increase in customer satisfaction Canadians research showed that “agencies with higher employee engagement scored 11 points higher in service satisfaction than work units with lower engagement. New changes to “lean” process improvement systems also now includes a stronger focus on “staff engagement” as a solution for improving service performance.One Workforce is an exemplar of SVC for engaging employees  using citizen/ customer satisfaction understanding as a basis for changeElements of this project includeCo-designed performance agreementSpecific use of technology to solve a business problemPoor performance not being managedCitizen Trust and ConfidenceEnd result is NEW Service extends back into the organisation (internal service quality and employee engagement) and forward toward the impact of citizen/client satisfaction on confidence in government CF5 p 5One of the milestones of the CCCoP process will be an opportunity to demonstrate the outcomes of our these endeavours to the Minister



Service SA’s Role in the Citizen 
Centric Arena

Confidence in 
Government 

Confidence in the Public Service
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Service SA’s role is to facilitate in some areas, enable and lead in others, and participate and learn in othersOur work builds on that of other teams in government such the GRC and PSPC  -  reference Ruth Ambler and Adam ReillyBrought into DPC by CE to externalise our experiences and work with others to build more visible citizen-centric approaches across governmentAim to engage working groups in the community of practice on various elements of the modelCommon Measurement ToolManaging the subscription – Question bank, Manual and Premier’s Best Practice Guide are in take away packs One tool available to SA public sector, as its been successfully used in Canada across 3 levels of Government for 10 yearsWe use it to focus moves towards evidence based service improvements gained through an outside-in view from citizens/customersCo produced service standardsSimilar to Mind-lab in DenmarkRepeatable processes benchmarked against best practiceService standards are a key element in the relationship between agencies and clientsThey communicate what will be provided and in doing so shape expectationsChallenge is to know what citizens expect and then meet or exceed the standard to achieve or increase satisfactionCommunity of practice  As discussedResearch the drivers of satisfactionAssist where appropriate CMT being expanded across government and moving from ‘what happened’ responses to ‘predictive’ planningAdvance South Australia as a leader in this area building on the international leaders in Canada, Denmark and the UKEnsure we remain relevant to our citizens e.g. as the Canadian model matured into DIRECT & IN-DIRECT DRIVERS of satisfaction they needed to respond.Break new groundSet direction for Australia and the world to followWays to access and improve service performanceSharing SSA skills in business process service reform, CMT, citizen centric service improvements and customer feedback analytics, workforce planning capabilities, Lean and Six Sigma capabilitiesSharing SSA’s learning's from Interstate & International collaborationShare Service SA’s process simplification and service reform expanded across the Public Sector



 Easy-to-use survey 
framework

– A Consistent Set of 
Questions

– A Tool that can be 
Customized – across 
channels

– Focused on Improving 
Service Delivery

– A Basis for Benchmarking 
Service Quality

 Series of “core” questions 
that  directly related to the 
drivers of client satisfaction 

Common Measurement Tool 
(CMT)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the Common Measurement Tool?The drivers of satisfaction have been demonstrated by the Canadian government for 10 years, and they have used the CMT to identify areas for improvements across all levels of governmentSA Government Subscription includes access to the 130 Question Bank from which to develop survey tools for face-to-face, phone and online channels  - there is also  a User Guide and a Best Practice Guide in take away packService SA available to provide assistance if neededNext workshop will be for agencies new to CMT (practical demonstration of how to apply CMT) plus opportunity for those who have used it to share learnings/ ideas/ concerns as well as learn about



Original  2006 
CF Drivers of Satisfaction

Extra mile / 
Courtesy Staff went 

the extra mile to 
make sure I got 
what I needed

Outcome
In the end, did you get 
what you needed?

Information
I was informed of 

everything I had to 
do to get the 

service/product

Fairness 
I was treated 

fairly

Timeliness 
Overall, how satisfied 

were you with the  
amount of time it took 

to get the service?

Accessibility 
Overall, how satisfied 

were you with the 
accessibility of the 
service/product?

Overall Satisfaction  
How satisfied were you 
with the overall quality 

of service delivery?

Knowledge / 
Competence 

Staff were 
knowledgeable 
and competent
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changes: Importance indicator was a problem – if all drivers considered equally important by our customers, then where do we start?Perhaps a deterrent to some agencies for this reason	



CF5: Drivers of 
Satisfaction

Overall satisfaction with service 
experiences involving staff

Staff
• Knowledgeable, competent

• Treat me fairly
•Go the Extra Mile

Timeliness
• I was satisfied with the time it 

took

Satisfaction with 
recent services

• Across all levels of 
government

Outcome
•I got what I needed

Access
•Ratings of problems 
accessing the service
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The changes in the model between 1998 and 2008  Importance dropped – Direct/Indirect in place now)Customer Expectations have also changed since 1998 in the Top 5 rankingsTimeliness still number 1Fairness from 2 to 4Extra mile not there in 1998, now 3Outcome moved from 5 to 2Timeliness, outcome and extra mile typically areas of improvement across the public sector STWO EXAMPLES (P64)STAFF  - when citizens assess their satisfaction with service, the indirect drivers are a step removed. Access, outcome and recent experience are best thought of as things that drive perceptions of timeliness, and staff performance OUTCOME – Outcome has a very small direct effect (“I didn’t get what I wanted, so I am not happy.”) but by far the largest impacts of a negative outcome are that citizens downgrade their ratings of timeliness and staff.The next sets for us shown in later slides will be on the “Access” areas as an indirect driver for satisfaction to influence timeliness as we are travelling better with the STAFF related drivers of satisfaction.Service providers know the answer to this from experience – customer satisfaction depends partly on the customers expectations, but also on the staff that customers deal with, the problems they encounter accessing the service, and the end result – did they get what they came for? (p43)We have data on the variations between voluntary services, regulatory, indirect, internet etc. (see A3 Posters on Walls) 



Canadian Learnings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canadian learnings are helpful 



Canadian Service 
Standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outcome of the CCCoP – in 2 years we will have SA version of standards and targetsThis will enable agencies to plan for future service requirements more effectivelyNote: 2008 results, For routine services, Ontarians say...^^^ 1 minute ... is an acceptable time they should wait on hold on the phone before they speak to a person .



Managing  Customer 
Expectations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course the capability of an agency to match its client expectations will beDetermined by various factors shown as followsFundingProcedures/regulationInfrastructurePersonnel – staff culture and quantumSystems and technology.



Comparing CMT with 
Corporate Measures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Net Promoter ScoreWorks at a helicopter level of a companyGood for organisations where Word of Mouth is ImportantIs not that good for individual transactions as it typically is much higher for individual than overall (remembering Canadians evidence people carry their customer experience with government across transactions and levels of government)Customers find it difficult to separate between the individual transaction and the company overallEase of Dealing withTransaction based – more accountable and easier to actionIs important for the agent level and can be used to accurately measure agent performanceHow you phrase of ask it is important e.g. ‘How easy do you find dealing with this organisation, based on your last enquiry?’Organisations that are easy to deal with generate confidence amongst customers, and correlate with faster growthCustomer effort scoreWorks well for end-to-end process transaction e.g setting up an account, getting a development throughDoes not work on an individual basis i.e single transaction like ‘ what is my bank balance?’ 
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How the CMT and Voice of the 
Customer Shaped Satisfaction with 
Service SA
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Organisational
KRA

Team Leader Staff

Calls answered in 
under 5 mins

Maintaining a sense of 
urgency - Occupancy rate of 
75%

Team average 8 – 10 
calls per hour (75-90 
calls pp per day)

Translating CMT Outcomes into 
Performance Improvements

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SSA has a strong focus people & culture and uses CMT to focus the measurement of KPI to deliver customer outcomes e.g. timelinessIn a recent contact centre exercise, we looked at occupancy 30 seconds longer on a break for 10 days across the CCC is the equivalent of 2.5 FTE resources wastedSSA answered 13% more calls (100,000 more calls ) in 2011/12 with the same staff 



Business Intelligence & 
Improvement : Service Standards

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
View of our reporting at strategic level



Business Intelligence & 
Improvement: View per CSC
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Elephant in the Room #1: 
Timeliness

Branch 1: Post Intervention Branch 1: Pre Intervention 

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timeliness – perception of staff (reduced resources) versus realityPreviously there was a expectation for more staff to solve “Timeliness” issues now a strong cultural shift on focusing on productivity



 Access & Timeliness
– Extended hours of operation, 

weekends and early starts 
weekdays

– One workforce – more than 
100,000 additional calls answered 
with less staff

 Pre - service delivery
“The online CRO”

– Citizen Centric open data 
– Publishing real-time queue wait 

times
– More web cams 
– Best days/ times for services
– Appointments for complex 

services e.g. licence theory tests
– Geospatial assistance – “ I am 

here – where is the shortest 
queue for X service?”

24

How is CMT and the Voice of the 
Customer integrated into 
organisational plans?



Next steps

25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will add survey on this session shortly Will include specifics on CMT workshop in next 2-3 weeks ( gives people time to review CMT question bank etc)



Adam Reilly
Manager – Crisis Response Unit, 
Department for Education
And Child Development



Crisis Response Unit

Children and Young People are at the 
Centre of Everything we do

State-wide Services Directorate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning EveryoneI would like to acknowledge that we meet today on the lands of the Kaurna People.I’m going to talk about our journey through a full review process, with the intention of improving services to the community.Firstly, I’ll quickly run through who we are and what we do



What We Do

The Crisis Response Unit (CRU) provides state-wide services and 
incorporates the Child Abuse Report Line (CARL) and Crisis Care.  

CARL and Crisis Care services are only available to the general public via 
phone. (CRU is not an open office) 

CARL services are available 24 hrs a day, 365 days of the year and Crisis 
Care is open for business every regular working day from 4pm – 9am the 

following day and provides a 24 hour service on weekends and public 
holidays until regular day services resume in Families SA Offices.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slideNow I’ll tell you a bit about the Child Abuse Report Line



Child Abuse Report Line

•Receiving, assessing and recording notifications of suspected child abuse and 
neglect. 

•Providing a culturally appropriate service through Yaitya Tirramangkotti (for 
notifications of suspected child abuse or neglect concerning Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander children and young people)  

•Providing an early intervention approach to preventing child abuse and neglect 
through the Diversion Assessment Response Team (DART)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read SlideThis service, although very complex and multi-layered, is fundamentally a contact centre.  As such, working in partnership with our colleagues in other Departments, such as Service SA, brings great benefits and economies of effort when looking at good practice and ways of moving forward.



High-Level Unit Data

•The current annual average wait time is 9:36 minutes.

•Between July 2011 and May 2012, 80,050 calls were made to the Crisis 
Response Unit, including Crisis Care and CARL.

•Since 2007, calls taken by Crisis Response Unit have increased by 
approximately 20%

•The unit consists of 63.5 FTE staff

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read SlideAlthough the data, allocated evenly across the FTE count translates to just 26 calls per worker per week, the FTE’s do not just take calls.  They assess each call with complex risk-rating tools and out of hours, this unit manages the responses.  The capacity is also reduced to meet the 24/7 roster requirements and a lower-risk notification takes approximately 40 minutes to process.So why the need to improve?



Full Review Of Service

•During service peak demand, the wait time can exceed one hour

•Notifiers are frustrated with limited options to meet their mandatory 
requirements to notify suspected cases of child abuse and neglect

•This Minister, along with Executive are committed to supporting 
opportunities to improve the services to the community.  As such, the full 
review of the service was initiated with a view to ensuring optimal safety of 
children and young people in South Australia.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read SlideIn 2011 a full review of the service commenced looking at systems, staff, technology and processes, with a view to identifying better practice and improved service to the community.We surveyed 2000 notifiers to identify what they found frustrating and what they would like to see in the futureWe spoke with partners within SA Government including SA Police and Service SA.  We also spoke to units performing similar roles in other jurisdictions such as NSW and Victoria, looking at the ways they manage this type of work.



The Review Process

•Staff – Often an untapped resource, full of ideas and solutions

•The role of technology in both the problem and the solution

•Good Service.  What is it?  Who sets the bar?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read SlideSTAFFThis review simply had to create an environment where frontline workers felt empowered to provide ideas and solutions to a range of barriers that impacted on the quality of service for the community.  (Examples, phone system, computer system and e-carl)TECHNOLOGYThe phone system will offer improved caller experience and detailed forecasting and reporting.  The focus being, ‘the improved experience for citizens doing business with us’The survey conducted with citizens showed us that 98% wanted phone features and electronic notification *Explain e-carl briefly*GOOD SERVICESimilar to the experience of our colleagues in Service SA, we have found that the early discussions about ‘good service’ for citizens has brought about a surprisingly high level of quality expectations from our own workforce.  Contrary to perception, workers are saying that they expect the quality measure to be very high, providing examples of a ‘good experience’ with our unit as being timely, responsive and engaging.



A Problem Shared…

By working in partnership, Departments can create 
great efficiencies when identifying solutions or 
better practice models with views on improving 

services to South Australians.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our review was completed in June 2012 and the recommendations are being presented to our Executive for consideration.A number of projects have progressed, including testing of web-based notifications, a new phone system to support call-backs and additional information for the caller and a range of system enhancements aimed at reducing processing time for workers.For us, this is the critical time to work closely with our colleagues, such as Service SA.  We are now looking at developing KPI’s around the ‘contact centre’ function within our unit.  By working in partnership, we were able to save considerable time by looking at the Common Measurement Tool (CMT) and using the framework in this to develop service-appropriate KPI’s for our business.This is one example of how the partnership is assisting us in delivering on our commitment to improve services.I do hope that this momentum both continues, but is also contagious with other Departments.  We could all save considerable time by sharing ideas and working together, particularly when we talk about improving the experiences for citizens in South Australia and I look forward to coming to future gatherings where I can both learn from you all and share my experiences to hopefully assist you in return.Thank you all for your time. 



Q&A 
Including discussion on next steps
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